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Correlation matrices are ubiquitous in finance, investing, and risk analytics. From Markowitz efficient frontiers [1]
to Black-Litterman scenarios [2] and fully flexible views [3], to BIS guidance on stress tests [4], Pearson’s product
moment correlation matrix [5] is a fundamental and foundational benchmark for dependence structures of all
types. As the scaled version of the variance-covariance matrix, it rightly shapes our views and measurements of
risk, diversification, and allocation in a very wide range of settings, and often is the most measurably impactful
parameter in investment portfolio and risk models. This is especially true for those that directly (and responsibly)
incorporate scenarios testing and stress testing to address, among other situations, the widely documented
‘correlation breakdown’ under extreme market conditions, when most correlations simultaneously converge
towards a value of 1.0. Additionally, widely held views of some of its limitations (e.g. its suitability only as a
measure of linear relationships) recently have been called into question, if not been proven to be myths [6].
Why, then, is the correlation matrix rarely treated in practice as an estimated parameter like any other in these
models? Why are values used for its cells in specified scenarios almost always ‘qualitative’ and informed by
‘judgment’ (if not arguably ad hoc) rather than probabilistically measured, based on a quantitatively determined
finite-sample density? When quantitative estimates ARE used, why are they rarely, if ever, associated with finite
sample confidence intervals, both at the level of the entire matrix and that of the individual correlation cells
(simultaneously)? And why is the same true for almost all stress tests ([7] and [8] are partial exceptions), even
after major financial crises and dramatically increased regulatory oversight globally?
Methodologically, we believe there are three major reasons for this less-than-ideal state of affairs.
1. Efficient Enforcement of Positive Definiteness: The first has to do with the requirement of (semi)positive
definiteness, that is, the requirement that the matrix represents data with (non-strictly) positive variances. This
not only complicates the process of randomly sampling correlation matrices, but also requires very efficient
algorithms when doing so. Simply ‘bootstrapping’ or perturbing the individual correlation values themselves will
almost certainly generate non-positive definite matrices: in fact, if we were to randomly generate matrices that
LOOK like correlation matrices, with unit diagonals and off-diagonals ranging from –1 to 1, the chance of obtaining
a positive definite matrix very quickly approaches zero as matrices become larger, even for fairly small matrices
(e.g. for a p=25 (i.e. 25x25) matrix, the probability is less than 2 in 10 quadrillion [9]).
2. Fully Flexible Perturbation/Scenarios: Closely related to 1. is the inability (until now) to perturb individual (or
selected groups of) correlation cells while holding constant the values of the remaining cells. This is an absolute
requirement of fully flexible scenarios and accurate stress tests, but as described above, we cannot cavalierly
‘bootstrap’ or perturb the individual correlation cells (or even the entire matrix!) as it violates the requirement of
positive definiteness. To date, researchers have simply perturbed the correlation matrix using methods that
preserve positive definiteness, and tolerated the (unwanted) effects on correlation cells that SHOULD be held
constant (as dictated by the scenario), referring to these effects as ‘peripheral correlations’ [10,11]. The
underlying problem here is that most approaches rely on spectral (eigenvalue) distributions which, while
appropriate for analyzing and understanding the p factors in a portfolio, are simply at the wrong level of
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aggregation for understanding the p(p-1)/2 pairwise associations amongst these p factors (e.g. for p=100, p(p1)/2=4,950). The latter is far more granular than the former, and requires a method that directly accommodates
this level of granularity (i.e. one that can explicitly link the distribution of a single correlation cell to that of the
entire correlation matrix, and generate both simultaneously while preserving the flexibility of perturbing only
selected cells).
3. Accuracy and Robustness Under General Conditions: Lastly, most research on sampling only positive definite
correlation matrices has focused on narrowly defined, mathematically convenient cases (e.g. the Gaussian identity
matrix) that have limited real-world application. Only rarely and recently have researchers focused on the general
case, requiring only the existence of the mean and the variance of the marginal distributions and the positive
definiteness of the matrix [12,13,14, and arguably 15]. But of these few attempts, some rely on approximations
that have been shown to be inaccurate as correlation values approach 1.0 [12,16], even though these are the very
conditions under which stress and scenarios tests are most critically needed! Additionally, spectral distributions
under general conditions are not as robust as those of geometric angles in the approach described below, either
empirically, structurally, or distributionally.
While many papers address one, and sometimes two of the above, none successfully address all three challenges.
Herein we follow previous research that utilizes a geometric framework [17,18,19,20] to develop a method that
overcomes the obstacles posed by 1., 2., and 3. simultaneously, thus providing the finite sample distribution of
the correlation matrix under general conditions. The Non-parametric Angles-based Correlation (NAbC) method A.
automatically and efficiently (and analytically in some cases) enforces positive definiteness via reliance on
Cholesky factors to remain on the unit hyper-hemisphere; B. allows fully flexible perturbation of ANY
COMBINATION of selected cells in the matrix, while holding the rest constant, via a simple, structured reordering
of the matrix; C. uses geometric angles distributions to provide more accurate and more robust results when
matrices approach singularity and/or extreme values; D. remains reasonably scalable (e.g. matrices 100x100, and
larger); and E. remains valid under the most general conditions possible via non-parametric estimation of the
angles distributions. Multivariate distributions based on any copula function, with varying degrees of tail
heaviness, serial correlation, non-stationarity, and/or asymmetry pose no problems for NAbC, empirically or
computationally. All results generated by NAbC are consistent with those well established in the Random Matrix
Theory literature [21], even while NAbC remains more robust than methods based on spectral distributions. The
distribution of the entire correlation matrix is explicitly defined by those of the individual correlation cells, so both
are consistently and simultaneously determined, as are their respective confidence intervals. This also provides a
new ‘distance metric’ that is a p-value for the entire matrix, which has some advantages over traditional, normbased metrics.
In addition to all the above properties, NAbC remains far more easily implemented and straightforward compared
to other approaches that provide more limited solutions to this problem. Its range of application is as broad as
that of the correlation matrix itself, making it a potent tool for flagging, measuring, and probabilistically
monitoring correlation breakdowns. Next steps for further research include extending the methodology to rankbased correlations.
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